
Implementation of Return to Practice

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
June 1st- June 22nd June 23rd - July 11th July 12th-August 9th

Gathering Size up to 50 people up to 50 people up to 100 people

Drills allowed

Individual drills ONLY; NO 
direct contact with other 
players; must have their own 
equipment for the entire 
practice (for example--have 
to have their own individual 
ball); outside drills whenever 
possible

Individual drills still 
encouraged; may 
incorperate drills that share 
equipment; NO physical 
contact (no defense, no net 
on net play) [no drills that 
have athletes potentially 
breathing on each other]

Individual drills still 
encouraged; may 
incorperate team drills; 
LIMIT as much contact as 
possible

Conditioning/Ru
nning

Keep in mind that you need 
a 12 ft distance for someone 
running behind someone -- 
linear drills/conditioning are 
prefered

Keep in mind that you need 
a 12 ft distance for 
someone running behind 
someone -- linear 
drills/conditioning are 
prefered

Keep in mind that you need 
a 12 ft distance for 
someone running behind 
someone -- linear 
drills/conditioning are 
prefered (may be loosened 
depending on state/federal 
guidelines)

Equipment 
Protocols

Equipment must be sanitized 
before and after use-- this 
includes balls, weight room, 
anything that is touched

Equipment must be 
sanitized before and after 
use-- this includes balls, 
weight room, anything that 
is touched

Equipment must be 
sanitized before and after 
use-- this includes balls, 
weight room, anything that 
is touched

Cleaning 
guidelines

Floor needs to be swept and 
disenfected before you can 
use; hard surfaces need to 
be disenfected before and 
after use

Floor needs to be swept 
and disenfected before you 
can use; hard surfaces 
need to be disenfected 
before and after use

Floor needs to be swept 
and disenfected before you 
can use; hard surfaces 
need to be disenfected 
before and after use

Water 
Breaks/Handwa
shing

*Everytime a waterbreak is 
given, athletes must wash or 
sanitize their hands with a 5 
min break; athletes must 
bring own water bottles--
water bottles may be filled, 
but the water fountain spout 
cannot be used, no one 
should be breathing heavy 
when you come back 
together to introduce the 
next drill ..etc

*Everytime a waterbreak is 
given, athletes must wash 
or sanitize their hands with 
a 5 min break; athletes 
must bring own water 
bottles--water bottles may 
be filled, but the water 
fountain spout cannot be 
used, noone should be 
breathing heavy when you 
come back together to 
introduce the next drill ..etc

*Everytime a waterbreak is 
given, athletes must wash 
or sanitize their hands with 
a 5 min break; athletes 
must bring own water 
bottles--water bottles may 
be filled, but the water 
fountain spout cannot be 
used, noone should be 
breathing heavy when you 
come back together to 
introduce the next drill ..etc

Social 
distancing 
guidelines

Must maintain 6ft, no cross 
contaminating with 
equipment, no hudles, no 
high fives/physical contact

Social distance guidelines 
whenever possible, 
maintaining 3-6 ft between 
athletes (especially if 
waiting in line) teams need 
to devlop an appropriate 
non-contact postive re-
enforcment (in lieu of high 
fives)

Social distance guidelines 
whenever possible, 
maintaining 3-6 ft between 
athletes (especially if 
waiting in line) teams need 
to devlop an appropriate 
non-contact postive re-
enforcment (in lieu of high 
fives)

Locker room 
usage

Bathroom in the coaches 
office will be available--only 
one person at a time, locker 
rooms will be closed

Bathroom in the coaches 
office will be available--only 
one person at a time, locker 
rooms will be closed

Bathroom in the coaches 
office will be available--only 
one person at a time, locker 
rooms will be closed

Contact time

1 indoor; 1 outdoor activity 
may be allowed per day 
(outdoor activities will not be 
allowed to use the facilities)

Up to 2 sports per day, but 
must be different times

Up to 3 sports per day/time; 
must stay below gathering 
size limit

Spectators

No spectators at any time in 
the facilities; outdoor 
activites, spectators must 
stay in their vehicle

No spectators at any time 
in the facilities; outdoor 
activiites, spectators must 
stay in their vehicle

Spectators in the gym must 
abide by social distancing 
protocols and wear a mask 
and stay under the 
gathering limit; outdoor 
activiites, spectators must 
stay in their vehicle

**wipes will be availble to disenfect equipment
*** two floor mops and floor disenfect will be provided
**** hand sanitizer will be placed at all water fountains

A waiver must be signed by a parent/guardian in order to participate
Nothing is mandatory -- this is a completely voluntary program
(non participation will not affect a players ability to participate in the season)


